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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an automatic human
segmentation algorithm for video conferencing applications. Since
humans are the principal subject in these videos, the proposed
framework is based on human shape clues to separate humans
from complex background and replace or blur the background
for immersive communication. We first detect face position and
size, track human boundary across frames, and propagate the
segmentation likelihood to the next frame for obtaining the
trimap to be used as input to the Random Walk algorithm.
In addition, we also include gradient magnitude in edge weight
to enhance the Random Walk segmentation results. Finally, we
demonstrate experimental results on several image sequences to
show the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, video conferencing systems have received
more and more attentions in human communication. Using
cameras, people can enjoy an immersive communication ex-
perience, regardless of distance, that exceeds a telephone call.
Therefore, video conferencing systems are extensively used
both in corporative domains and for generic purposes, such
as communication between friends and family. During video
conferencing sessions, different backgrounds are necessary for
different purposes. For example, a uniform background is most
desirable to protect privacy in a virtual meeting with several
participants, and a blurred or suitable shared background may
be the preferred option for connecting between friends. To
this end, accurately separating the humans from complex
backgrounds is a initial, but critical step.

Over the past years, a great amount of effort has been ded-
icated to this subject. However, attempts to create an efficient
and powerful algorithm is still a challenging task. Sun et al. [1]
proposed the background cut, which considers both color and
contrast as basic model for background subtraction algorithm
and resolved the energy function by min-cut algorithm. The
background cut produced good results in video sequences
with stationary backgrounds and nearly real-time performance.
However, it often fail to correctly separate the humans while
the background scene is complex or they have similar color.
In addition, the learned background assumption always limits
the application of the algorithms in real world.

Criminisi et al. [2] proposed a probabilistic fusion formu-
lation that combines motion, color and contrast cues together
with spatial and temporal priors to infer binary segmentation.

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed system.

Based on [2], Yin et al. [3], [4] proposed a new motion repre-
sentation refereed as ”motons” that combines both motion and
spatial information. They also estimated the likelihood from
the spatial context of motion with shape filters in each pixel
and efficiently learned the estimation through random forests.
Although these approaches achieve good segmentation, they
require a large set of manual initialization of the foreground.
These limitations are problematic during application to differ-
ent scene setups.

Several approaches are proposed to improve the foreground
segmentation results with human shape template. Zhang et
al. [5] used a background subtraction based method as seg-
mentation result and mapped it into a per-pixel blurring radius
image to blur the background. Parolin et al. [6] tracked the
face to guide a generic Ω-shaped template of the head and
shoulders in video sequences. A region of interest (ROI) was
created around the generic template and an energy function
based on edge, color and motion cues is used to extract
the silhouette of humans. Li et al. [7] perform pedestrian
segmentation with several trained human shape prior models
in Random Walk algorithm. However, a fixed human shape
is not flexible enough. Thus, good results are produced only
when the user fits the human boundary properly.

Motivated by the above issues, we propose a robust method
for upper body segmentation to generate an accurate fore-
ground mask. Firstly, we apply face detection and use a model
of the human upper to estimate probability of foreground and
background. Next, tracking the human boundary is performed
effectively across frames and the segmentation likelihood is
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Fig. 2. An example of image sequence for adapting human shape prior and
trimap frame by frame. The first row is original sequence, and the second
row shows the estimated prior model by prior adaption procedure. The final
row shows the seed sets for Random Walk in trimaps (white dots represent
foreground seeds and black dots represent background seeds).

propagated to the next frame for obtaining the trimap to be
used as input to the Random Walk algorithm. Different from
previous methods, using the boundary tracking to update the
prior model can reduce the amount of unknowns significantly.
The prior probability is also used as a constraint in Random
Walk to make the result more temporally coherent. After
separating humans from the background, we matte the images
by segmentation result to fulfill the background substitution
or use Gaussian filter defocusing on the background scenes
to synthesize background blurring. Finally, the experimental
result is described in terms of segmentation error rate and
evaluation efficiency. Fig. 1 illustrates the flowchart of the
proposed method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the proposed adaptation of human shape prior
model, and separating humans from the background with
the shape prior in Random Walk algorithm is described in
Section III. In Section IV, we describe two applications after
separating humans from background. In Section V, we show
some experimental results in terms of segmentation error rate
and evaluation efficiency. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. HUMAN SHAPE PRIOR ADAPTION FOR VIDEO

In the framework of the proposed method, human shape
prior plays an important role for foreground segmentation.
Better human shape prior model can reduce mistakes from
cluttered background, and we can focus on features extracted
only along human boundary in human object segmentation.
Unfortunately, in order to apply the shape prior to different
human shapes in each video frame, the boundary of the
human shape prior model usually coarsely close to ideal
human shape. The large number of unknown pixels between
foreground and background seeds, which comes from coarse
shape human prior, cause the increase of computational cost in
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Fig. 3. An Example for generating boundary pixels for new shape. (a)
The segmentation result from previous frame. (b) Green dots represent
foreground pixels and blue dots represent background pixels (c) Correspond
relation between continuous two frames defined by tracker. (d) Propagate
corresponding likelihood from previous frame to the current human shape
prior.

Random Walk algorithm and inaccurate silhouette extraction
of humans.

Based on the above concept, we implement human shape
prior adaption procedure to make the boundary of human
shape prior model closer to the input image both in the
probability map and the trimap frame by frame. Fig. 2 depicts
an example of human shape prior adaption. It can improve
the segment performance and reduce execution time simulta-
neously in the Random Walk algorithm.

A. Boundary Tracking

To generate a more fit shape prior for the current human
object in video, we need to estimate human motion from
video. Optical flow is commonly used to estimate the motion
of every pixel, but its complexity is very high. We only need
the motion at the pixels that are related to the human shape,
thus we choose to find the motion by tracking the boundary
pixels. The boundary pixels are defined to be the pixels with
associated probability values between the lower and upper
bounds, which correspond to the thresholds for deciding the
background and foreground pixels from the probability map.
Fig. 3 illustrates an example of generating boundary pixels
for new shape. Specifically, we compute the motion vector
(du, dv) at boundary pixel (u, v) between two adjacent frames.
We use the Lucas-Kanade tracker [8] to estimate the motion
at the boundary pixels in consideration of the accuracy and
efficiency.

B. Gray Area Determination

To determine the gray area between the foreground (human)
and background regions as the unknown pixels in the Random
Walk segmentation, we apply two techniques: namely the gra-
dient based pixel growing and region expansion. The gradient
based method use the similarity in the gradient magnitude and
direction in the neighborhood of boundary pixels to grow the
boundary region based on the following criteria:

|∇e(u, v)−∇e(uneibor, vneibor)| ≤ E (1)

|m(u, v)−m(uneibor, vneibor)| ≤M (2)

where ∇e(u, v) and m(u, v) are the image gradient and its
magnitude at pixel (u, v). In addition, the gradient based pixel
growing and region expansion methods are directly used to



Fig. 4. Intermediate results for prior adaptation. The first row is original
sequence. The second and third rows come from baseline method, while the
last two rows come from prior adaption. In samples based on different methods
above, the upper row shows the estimated priors, and the lower row shows
the trimaps which are the fg/bg seeds in Random Walk.

expand the boundary region with a fixed width, which is
accomplished by the dilation operator.

C. Trimap Construction for Random Walk Segmentation

After the above steps, the shape prior model is adapted
to the input frame. We can simply apply connected compo-
nent analysis to label the trimap, which include the definite
background, definite foreground and the boundary region. In
Fig. 4, we compare the human shape prior models and the
trimaps obtained by using the baseline method (only aligned
initial prior model by face detection) and our prior adaption
procedure. The white pixels and black pixels are the initial
seeds for the Random Walk segmentation algorithm, while
the gray pixels denote the unknown pixels to compute in the
segmentation algorithm.

III. FOREGROUND SEGMENTATION

In this section, we describe the human segmentation in mod-
ified Random Walk algorithm with human shape prior model.
Random Walk algorithm is a graph-based image segmentation
method which assign each pixel a label of foreground or
background when for an image is given. A graph G = (V,E)
has vertices v ∈ V , with each vertex corresponding to a pixel
and V = {vi}i=1...N . A weighted graph has a value assigned
to each edge, and it is called a weight. The weight between
two vertices vi and vj is denoted by wij .

Similar to [7], the human shape prior model are combined
into a single energy function with the introduction of a free
parameter that controls the weighting between the two energy
functions as follows.

E(Ω) = ERandomWalks + λEPrior (3)

whereλ is a weighting coefficient. The E(Ω) is the sum
of two terms : ERandomWalks and EPrior. The first term
ERandomWalks is the label-continuity constraint that two
neighboring pixels in the small neighborhood system should
have the same label if their colors or intensities are similar.

ERandomWalks =
∑
eij∈E

wtotalij (xi − xj)2 (4)

Different from original weighting, we combine the edge
weights determined from the intensity and gradient informa-
tion into the total edge weight wtotalij .

The second term EPrior is the constraint that each pixel
tends to the shape prior model and formulated as follows.

EPrior =
∑
vij∈V

Di(xi − pi)2 (5)

where Di is the importance of the node which is determined
by the multiplying the associated degree of the prior model
and the degree of the same node determined by its weight. xi
and pi represent the likelihood and probability at node vi of
the shape prior model, respectively. The energy function can
be minimized in Random Walk algorithm [9].

IV. APPLICATIONS RELATED TO HUMAN SEGMENTATION

A. Background substitution

In order to map the likelihood −→x to a background substi-
tution image we use the image matting formula given by

I[u, v] = αi ∗ I[u, v] + (1− αi) ∗ I[u, v] (6)

where αi corresponds to the probably xi for a pixel i to be a
foreground label computed from the Random Walk algorithm
described in the previous subsection.

B. Background blurring

Background blurring is useful to preserve privacy efficiently
in the video conferencing. In order to apply the likelihood −→x
to select the background region for image blurring, we apply
a Gaussian filter in the background region as follows:

I[u, v] =

{
I[u, v] ∗Gσ(u, v), ifxi < τ

I[u, v], otherwise

}
(7)

where the image I[u, v] is convolved with the Gaussian kernel
Gσ . We use wz = 15 and σ = 7 and obtain good results in
both indoor and outdoor background blurring in this paper.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we show the results of background sub-
stitution/ blurring by using the proposed method and give
performance comparison with previous methods. Our system
was implemented in C++ program with openCV library on a
PC which is equipped with Intel Core2 CPU 6320 running at
1.86 GHz processor and with 4GB RAM. The the probability
map of shape the prior model was estimated by taking averages
for all the silhouettes which were extracted from 284 images
from 14 human videos by using background subtraction.



(a) Some frames of the ”41” sequence.

(b) Some frames of the ”54” sequence.
Fig. 5. Experimental results by using the proposed algorithm and the baseline
method on the videos from dataset [12]. In each sequence, the first row shows
the original image, the second row give the background substitution results
by the baseline method. The third and fourth rows present the background
substitution and background blurring results from the proposed approach,
respectively.

The experiment is performed by applying the proposed
algorithm on several videos from dataset [3], with each video
containing 49∼500 testing frames of size 240x320. After
separating human from the background, we matte the images
by segmentation result to fulfill the background substitution
or use Gaussian filter defocusing on the background scenes
to synthesize background blurring. Fig. 5 show the results of
the proposed prior adaption scheme and the baseline method
which only used face detection in conjunction with a trained
human shape prior. We also evaluate our work both on perfor-
mance and execution time and demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach in Table I.

As evident from the experimental results, the proposed
approach can reduce the segmentation error rate and the exe-
cution time at the same time. The different of execution time
among videos is mainly due to different sizes of targets or the

TABLE I
THE SEGMENTATION ERROR FOR DIFFERENT SEQUENCES BY USING THE

BASELINE METHOD AND THE PROPOSED METHOD

Sequence frames baseline our method
Error fps Error fps

21 66 2.43 2.097 1.76 12.002
41 317 6.23 1.919 0.82 9.622
51 364 2.39 2.046 1.26 14.016
54 530 8.40 1.579 1.70 10.793
58 330 16.26 2.228 0.56 14.315

Average 321.4 7.142 1.974 1.22 12.150

number of unknown pixels in the random walks segmentation.
For example, when the target changes the pose too quickly,
it makes large changes in intensity, which will make the LK
tracker fail in adapting the human shape prior model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an automatic human segmen-
tation algorithm from video for applications based on both
spatial and temporal cues. Our experimental results indicate
that the proposed approach produces human segmentation with
temporal and geometric coherence because of the adapted
human shape prior model. In the future, we intend to collect
more human upper bodies with different poses and construct
a more complete human shape model. Furthermore, using the
GPU computing may help to significantly reduce the execution
time, so it is a worthwhile direction for developing a real-time
video conferencing system.
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